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Abstract
Objective. Themechanisms of radiation-inducedDNAdamage can be understood via the fundamental
acquisition of knowledge through a combination of experiments andmodeling. Currently,most
biological experiments are performed by irradiating an entire cell population, whereasmodeling of
radiation-induced effects is usually performed viaMonte Carlo simulationswith track structure codes
coupled to realistic DNAgeometries of a single-cell nucleus. However, the difference in scale between
the twomethods hinders a direct comparison because the dose distribution in the cell population is
not necessarily uniformowing to the stochastic nature of the energy deposition. Thus, this study
proposed theMINASTIRITH tool tomodel the distribution of radiation-inducedDNAdamage in a
cell population.Approach. The proposedmethod is based on precomputed databases ofmicrodosi-
metric parameters andDNAdamage distributions generated using theGeant4-DNAMonteCarlo
Toolkit. First, a specific energy z was assigned to each cell of an irradiated population for a particular
absorbed dose D ,abs followingmicrodosimetric formalism. Then, each cell was assigned a realistic
number ofDNAdamage events according to the specific energy z, respecting the stochastic character
of its occurrence.Main results. This study validated theMINASTIRITH tool by comparing its results
with those obtained using theGeant4-DNA track structure code and aGeant4-DNAbased simulation
chain forDNAdamage calculation. The different elements of comparison indicated consistency
betweenMINASTIRITH and theMonte Carlo simulation in case of the dose distribution in the
population and the calculation of the amount ofDNAdamage. Significance.MINASTIRITH is a new
approach for the calculation of radiation-inducedDNAdamage at the cell population level that
facilitates reasonable simulation times compared to those obtainedwith track structure codes.
Moreover, this tool enables amore direct comparison betweenmodeling and biological
experimentation.

1. State of the art

Ionizing radiation induces both direct and indirect interactionswith the environment throughwhich it passes.
In living organisms, these interactions can affect all organelles. Among these radiation-induced damages, initial
DNAdamage is of importance as its evolution can result in genetic alterations. Consequently, cell dysfunctions
may be induced, which can lead to deterministic or stochastic biological effects at themacroscopic scale. Various
forms ofDNAdamagemay be generated, with themost dangerous beingDNAdouble-strand break (DSB)
(Khanna and Jackson 2001, Rothkammand Lobrich 2002). In addition, biological studies have shown that
radiation quality plays a crucial role (Gonon et al 2019). Inmost cases, these biological experiments are
performed at the scale of a cell population, and their results are therefore subject to the stochastic character of the
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radiation-matter interaction (Gruel et al 2016). In parallel, followingmodeling usingMonte Carlo track
structure codes, the simulationswere compared to the experimental results and new knowledge on the initial
damage formationwere obtained (Uehara et al 1993, Friedland et al 2003,Meylan et al 2016, Lampe et al 2018,
Gonon et al 2019). Experimentation andmodeling are two complementary tools used to understand the link
between energy deposition and initial radiation-induced damage to predict the biological effect of radiation
quality. Nevertheless, comparison of the results obtained using these two tools is complex. Although the scale
difference between the two is identified as a necessary element (Chatzipapas et al 2020), it induces a bias
according to the variability of the energy allocated to each cell.

At IRSN, a nanodosimetric simulation chainwas developed tomodel the topology of radiation-induced
DNAdamage in a single-cell nucleus produced by a given radiation quality (Meylan et al 2016, Tang et al 2019a).
This chain is based on theGeant4-DNA toolkit (Incerti et al 2010a, 2010b, Bernal et al 2015, Incerti et al 2018),
with the aimof simulating the physical stage of irradiation fromwhich direct damage occurs, as well as the
chemical stage, which induces indirect damage. Themodeling of these two steps, coupledwith a realistic nuclear
DNAgeometry, is essential for radiation-induced damage calculation (double-strand breaks, single-strand
breaks, and base damages) (Meylan et al 2017, Tang et al 2019b, Thibaut et al 2022). However, the computation
times for these types of simulations are considerably long, and the geometries used to characterize theDNA
molecule are highlymemory-consuming. Therefore, this approach cannot be extended to include theDNA
geometries of several cells without compromising the level of detail or accuracy of the results.

However, in contrast tomodeling, biological experiments aremost often performed at the cell population
scale (Chatzipapas et al 2020). Therefore, the validation ofMonteCarlo codes from these experimental data can
only be performed based onmean results (McNamara et al 2017), occulting in the stochastic nature ofDNA
damage induction. Thus, the variability of intercellular responses was not represented by these simulation codes.
This variability is because of the response of each cell and can also be correlated to the distribution of the energy
imparted to each cell of the same cell population because of the stochastic nature of the interaction between
radiation andmatter (Gruel et al 2016). To address this problem, several solutions have been proposed. For
example, cell survivalmodels have been proposed based directly on themicrodosimetric characterization of
irradiation (Sato and Furusawa 2012,Manganaro et al 2017, Bellinzona et al 2021, Cordoni et al 2022). However,
thesemodels did not simulate a detailed description of the induction ofDNAdamage. (Douglass et al 2015)
suggested the computation of a tumor-scale dose distribution using the Livermoremodel included inGeant4,
coupledwith a damage calculation at the cellular scale using theGeant4-DNA tool. However, no damage
calculations were performed fromDNAgeometry, rather theywere based on thresholding the clustered
ionization energies according to their position in awater-equivalent nucleus. Baiocco et al (2016) offered a
similarmethodwith a damage calculation based on analytical formulae determined considering the PARTRAC
track structure simulation code, which involves complexDNAgeometries. Similarly, theCPOP tool (Maigne,
et al 2021) allows the construction of realistic spheroid geometries coupledwithGeant4-DNA. Although it has
been designed tomodel dose distribution in in vitro systems, nanodosimetric calculations in such biological
structures have not yet been implemented. In all cases, the solutions resort toMonte Carlomodeling of the
irradiation configuration, which incurs high costs in terms of computing time,memory consumption, and
geometry design.

This study proposed theMicrodosimetry andNanodosimetry to simulate the heterogeneity of the initial
radiation-induced damage topology (MINASTIRITH) tool, which allows the calculation of a realisticDNA
damage distribution in a cell population according to a particular radiation quality. It can handle complex
radiation qualities, combinations of different irradiation angles, and different types of particles, for example,
over a large energy range: 1 keV–20MeV for electrons and 10 keV–20MeV for protons andα particles.
However,MINASTIRITHonly considers the variability of cellular responses related to the distribution of
energy deposition and not to cell nucleus shape variability (geometry or volume)within the cell population or
other types of individual variability. Thus, to quantify this energy deposition variability within the same cell
population, amicrodosimetry formalismwas applied (Kellerer andChmelevsky 1975a, 1975b, Rossi andZaider
1996). Themethod implemented inMINASTIRITH is based on the combination and sampling of the spectra.
In brief, thefirst set of spectra was reconstructed from a database calculated throughmicrodosimetric
simulations usingGeant4 andGeant4-DNA,whereas the second set was calculated based on the results of the
IRSN radiation-induced damage simulation chain. Thus, within acceptable simulation times, theMINAS
TIRITH tool providesDNAdamage distributions that can be easily comparedwith biological irradiation
experiments on cell populations.MINASTIRITH is currently limited to a single-nucleus geometry, representing
the endothelial cell type. This type of cell nucleus was chosen because the development ofMINASTIRITH is a
part of IRSN’s largest project aimed at better understanding the side effects of hadrontherapy in healthy tissues,
particularly the inflammatory processes wherein endothelial cells are a key target.

This study employed amethod thatwas used inMINASTIRITH to distribute damage in a cell population.
Further, it was verified that each step of themethod provided results similar to those obtained using the damage
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simulation chain. The purpose of this validationwas the evaluation of the degree of confidence that can be
assigned to the results produced byMINASTIRITH compared to those produced byMonte Carlo simulation
methods using track structure codes. This can aid in future comparisonswith experimental biological results
obtained from cell populations.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Construction of the databases
2.1.1. Themicrodosimetric database
In thefirst step, a database ofmicrodosimetric quantities was built formonoenergetic particles: electrons from1
keV– 21MeV, protons from10 keV to 20MeV, and alpha rays from10 keV to 21MeV.Geant4 (Agostinelli et al
2003, Allison et al 2006, 2016) andGeant4-DNA tools (Incerti et al 2010a, 2010b, Bernal et al 2015, Incerti et al
2018), version 10.6, were used to build this database. For each sampled primary energy and for each particle type,
a simulationwas performed including a target volume corresponding to themean geometry of a human
endothelial cell nucleus that was represented by an elliptical cylindermeasuring 2μm inheight, with halfmajor
axis of 9.5μmandhalfminor axis of 5.1μm.The emission points of the primary particles were sampledwith a
uniformprobability over the entire surface of the elliptical cylinder in the isotropic direction. Simulationswere
performed using the default option of theGeant4-DNAphysics constructor (option 2). However, electronswith
energies greater than 1MeVwere not supported byGeant4-DNA and thus the standard electromagnetic physics
constructor option 4 ofGeant4was used after checking the continuity of the results between the two
configurations. The number of initial particles in each simulationwas fixed to have sufficient statistical power
whilemaintaining a reasonable simulation time, considering that described in the literature (Parisi et al 2022):
2× 107 primaries for electrons and 2× 106 primaries for protons and alphas. In each simulation, the energy
imparted ( ie )per event for each particle and its secondaries in the elliptical cylinder representing the cell nucleus,
as well as the chord length of the primary particle (CLi), were recorded. Chord length is defined as the distance
between the entrance and exit points, or the stopped point, of the primary particle. The truncated lineal energy
yCLi

of each particle was then calculated according to:

y
CL

.CL
i

i
i

e
=

This definition of lineal energy does not correspond to the standard definition because it introduces chord
length and notmean chord length. Indeed, this definition decorrelates energetic stochasticity to volumetric
stochasticity. This definition of lineal energy is possible in case of simulations; however, it ismore difficult in case
of experimentalmeasurements. In other studies, the quantity y ,T obtained by calculating the ratio between the
imparted energy ie and track length of each particle, has been identified as a good predictor of biological
effectiveness (Vassiliev et al 2020).Moreover, it can be experimentallymeasured (Missiaggia, et al 2021, 2022).
However, the yT definition does not correspond to the use forwhich the spectra are obtained because the track
length cannot be reconstructed geometrically. This ismore relevant in case of electrons. Indeed, thewere
intended tofind the energy deposit ie through themultiplicationwith a geometrical chord length calculated
from the position and direction of entry of the particle in the nuclear volume.

Thus, two subpopulationswere formed among the yCLi
to differentiate the particles that stopwithin the cell

nucleus from the others. Thefirst populationwas composed of the y ,CLi
for which the primary particle has exited

the elliptical cylinder without having deposited all its energy; the yi of this population is denoted y .
CL

exit

i
The yCLi

of the second population, for which the primary particles stopped in the elliptical cylinder, is denoted y .
CL

stop

i

The population y
CL

stop

i
was considered non-negligible (proportion greater than 5%) for electrons between 1 keV

and 16 keV, for protons from10 to 800 keV, and for alphas from10 keV to 3.5 MeV. From these two
populations, the f y

CL
exit( ) and f y

CL
stop( ) spectrawere constructed for each sampled energy and particle type.

These spectra were then integrated, spline-smoothed, and scaled into 1909 points with ordinates between 0 and
1 to constitute the spectra databases F y

CL
exit( ) and F y .

CL
stop( ) The number of points was owing to a dynamic

sampling step that was necessary to ensure a correct reconstruction by interpolation of sigmoid-shaped curves.
Its valuewas obtained after several trials to determine the best compromise for the reconstruction.

Simultaneously, over the energy and particle rangewhere the population of stopped particles in the elliptical
cylinder is non-negligible, a database of F CLstop( )was obtained for the chord lengths using the samemethod as
described for F y .

CL
stop( )

2.1.2. The damage data base
In parallel, a database of damagewas built for differentmono-energies sampled between 10 keV and 20MeV for
protons, 10 keV–21MeV for alpha rays, and 1 keV–1MeV for electrons. To construct this database, a
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nanodosimetric simulation chain developed previously was used (Meylan, et al 2016), coupled to the Isochore
cell nucleus geometry (Thibaut et al 2022). This simulation chain facilitated the calculation of the topology of
radiation-induced damage at the nuclear scale through the coupling of realistic DNAgeometries to
nanodosimetric simulations, using the track structure codeGeant4-DNA, version 10.6. The number of
simulated particles for each sampled energy was chosen to have sufficient statistical power: 25 000 for electrons,
1500 for alphas, and between 1500 and 10 000 for protons depending on the LET. Regarding the irradiation
geometry, in case of themicrodosimetric database, the particles are emitted from the surface of the nucleus, in an
isotropicmanner. In these simulations, the number of radiation-induced damages (nDSB ,i nSSBi)was
determined for each track of each projectile type. The chord length (CLi) and imparted energy ( ie ) of each track
in the nucleuswere extracted.

Based on the data extracted from these simulations, spectra in terms of nDSB/e and nSSB/e (denoted
F nDSB/( )e and F nSSB/( )e )were constructed for each sampled energy. In addition, the cumulative probability
spectra of DSB and SSB occurrence as a function of chord length (denoted F CLDSB ( ) and F CLSSB ( ))were
established.

3.Minas tirith tool

3.1.Distribution of damages in the cell population
3.1.1. Distribution of tracks per cell
TheMINASTIRITH tool calculated the damage topologywithin a cell population associatedwith a given
irradiation. The inputs required for this calculationwere as follows:

• Number of cells in the population (Ncells).

• Macroscopic absorbed dose delivered to the population (Dabs).

• Energy spectrum for each type of directly ionizing particle (p) entering the cell nuclei ( f Ep ( )).

• Angle spectrum for each type of directly ionizing particle (p) entering the cell nuclei ( fp ( )q ).

• Weight (Wp) of each type of ionizing particle (p) in terms of the proportion of the number of particles
entering.

Therefore, theMINASTIRITH tool requires prior calculation of the phase space at the interface between the
cell nuclei and culturemedium. Because of these elements and based on themicrodosimetric database,MINAS
TIRITH realistically distributes the number of tracks for each type of particle p in the phase space observed by
each cell nucleus in the population according to the followingmethod:

i. The geometric chord length spectrum f CL ,p
geo( ) of the irradiation was calculated from the dimensions of the

endothelial cell nucleusmodel and the fp ( )q spectrum. This geometric chord length corresponds to the

distance between the entrance and exit points in the direction of the particle.

ii. For each energy constituting the f Ep ( ) spectrum, the F yCL
exit

p E, l
( ) spectra were reconstructed from the database

of F y
CL

exit( ) spectra. This is performed through the spline interpolation of the value yCLk
exit

p E, l
 from the values

y
k

exit
p E, l

for the K ordinates (K 1909= ) of the database.

iii. Step ii was repeated to reconstruct the F yCL
stop

p E, l
( ) and F CL

stop

p E, l
( ) spectra from the F y

CL
stop( ) and F CLstop( )

spectra in the database.

iv. The mean values of each spectrum, F yCL
exit

p E, l
( ) and F y ,CL

stop

p E, l
( ) which are denoted by yCL f

exit

p E, l
 and y ,CL f

stop

p E, l


respectively, were calculated.

v. The zf valuewas approximated using the following formula

z W f E f CL

y CL F CL y CL F CL

m

1
,

f
p

P

l

L

j

J
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exit
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j
geostop

p E CL f
stop
p E j
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j
geostop
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where mnucleus is themass of the endothelial cell nucleus, F CLj
geostop

p E, l

( ( )) is the chance for the particle to stop in

the cell nucleus geometry, and thus F CL1 j
geostop

p E, l

( ( ))- is the chance for an exit. The summation over j allows

the coverage of all possible chord lengths in the density of probability f CL .p j
geo( )

vi. A number of tracks were assigned to each cell nucleus in the population by sampling the Poisson law of
parameter .D

z
abs

f
l =

3.1.2. Determination of the number of damages assigned to each track
At this stage, for a given dose D ,abs each cell nucleus of the populationwas assigned a number of tracks. The next
step involves the assigning of a number of damages to each track using the followingmethod:

i. A type of particle denoted p was sampled from the cumulative histogramofW .p

ii. The energy Ep and angle pq were sampled from the f Ep ( ) and fp ( )q spectra.

iii. The track entry point on the surface of the nucleus was sampled.

iv. The geometric chord length CLp
geo of the trackwas calculated from the entry point and angle .pq

v. The F y ,exit
p E, p

( ˆ) F CL ,
stop

p E, p
( ) F

nDamage
,

p E, p

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟



e
and F CLDamage p E, p

( ) spectra were reconstructed using the

method described earlier. Here F CLDamage p E, p
( ) represents the probability spectrum for a track of p type

and Ep energy to damage the function of the CL.

vi. A randomnumber RCL was sampled between 0 and 1, and the sampled chord length CLp
R was computed

such that F CL R .p
R

stop

p E
CL

, p

( ) =

vii. If CL CL ,p
geo

p
R> the particle was considered to have stopped in the nucleus; that is, Ep pe = and

CL CL .p p
R= Otherwise, yp was sampled in the F yCL

exit

p E, p
( ) spectrum and pe was computed such that

y CLp p p
geoe = ´ as CL CL .p p

geo=

viii. Two randomnumbers, RDSB and RSSB were sampled between 0 and 1. These numbers are referred to
as R .Damage

ix. For each type of damage:

If R F CL ,Damage Damage pp E, p
( )< then a value

nDamage

e
is sampled from the F

nDamage

p E, p

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟



e
spectrum.

From this, nDamagep
nDamage

pe= ´
e

was estimated. Otherwise, nDamage 0.p =
Using thismethod, once the characteristics of each trackwere determined, a realistic damage distribution in

the cell populationwas obtained.

3.2. Approximations and assumptionsmade by themethod
Themethod of damage number and type distribution in the cell population proposed here has several
limitations and approximations:

• The cell nucleus geometry isfixed because the databasemust be simulated for a particular geometry.
Currently, only the geometry representing themean size of an endothelial cell nucleus has been considered;
however, other databases can be calculated in the future.However, the variability of the nuclei size within the
same populationwas not considered by theMINASTIRITH tool.However, themethod proposed here is
applicable to other cell nuclei geometries.

• The tool decorrelated the energy component to the angular component of the phase space. This parameter is
important because it influences the dose deposition. Similarly, the relative positions of certain secondary
particles originating from the same primary particle in the phase spacewere not considered.

• To calculate the number of tracks per cell, the z valuewas approximated in the geometry by the value
y CL.CL ⁎ Thus, the calculation of z was directly related to the calculated value of CL. For electrons between
1 keV and 16 keV, a significant difference between the geometrically estimated chord length and real chord
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lengthwas observed. This was primarily owing to the chaotic trajectory of the electrons at this energy. Thus, a
randommultiplier uniformly sampled between 0 and 1was applied to the geometrically calculated chord
length. Although this correctionmethod has no physical basis, it allowed the recovery of amore realistic chord
length population. In turn, this factor provided a calculated average z similar to the value calculated by the
Monte Carlo simulation in the proposed geometry.

• Currently, the number of DSB is not correlated with the number of SSB in a given track. In the proposed
method, the number of each type of damage assigned to each trackwas sampled independent of the spectra
specific to each damage type. In addition, evaluating the correlation between the number of each type of
damage in the simulation using track structure code is challenging because it is sensitive to geometry and
interaction types.

Although these approximations and biases have been identified, it is difficult to quantify their impact on the
damage distribution at the cell population scale.

4. Validation ofMINASTIRITH tool

To verify theMINASTIRITH tool, several tests were conducted at different key stages of themethod.

4.1. Evaluation of the reconstruction of spectra by interpolation
First, it is necessary to ensure that the interpolation reconstruction from the spectra calculated using theGeant4
andGeant4-DNA codes is accurate. To assess the reliability of the reconstructionmethod over the entire energy
and particle range of the database, the followingmethodwas established for each energy El and particle p:

i. The F xp E, l
( ) spectra were removed from the database. Here, x represents the interpolated observable type

(y ,CL nDSB/e or nSSB/e).

ii. The F xp E, l
( ˆ) spectra were calculated through interpolation from the other spectra in the database.

iii. Themean absolute percentage error (MAPE) between the N xnp E, l
 and xnp E, l

was assessed using

MAPE
1

N

x x

x
.p,E

n 1

N
np,E np,E

np,E
l

l l

l

∣ ∣
å=

-

=

The MAPE indicator was chosen to quantify the reliability of the interpolation reconstruction (De
Myttenaere et al 2016). An interpolated reconstructionwas considered reliable when the MAPE was less than
15%. The fact that this indicator is expressed in terms of percentage assigns the same importance to all points in
our spectrum.Moreover, it is important to note that thismethod overestimates the error. For the calculation of
each MAPE ,p E, l

theworst case was considered because the F xp E, l
( ) spectrumwas removed from the database.

During the normal use ofMINASTIRITH, a point p E, l( ) has never been estimated far away from its neighbors
during this test.

4.2.Distribution of the specific energy in the cell population
In the proposedmethod, the distribution of the number of tracks directly depends on themean value zf of the
f z1( ) spectrum. To verify that theMINASTIRITH allows the correct number of tracks to be determined for a
particular absorbed dose, a comparisonwith aMonte Carlo simulationwas performed. To testMINASTIRITH
on all its dynamics in terms of energy and particle type, irradiation of an adherentmonolayer endothelial cell
population using amonoenergetic neutron beamof 15.1 MeVwas performed. This irradiationwas performed
within the framework of theModEll project, which aims to develop simulation tools for radiobiology, at the
IRSN’s AMANDE facility (Gressier et al 2004). Indeed, the secondary particle spectrumof this type of irradiation
wasmostly composed of protons and electrons (from015MeV) and also alphas (from0 to 8MeV), with various
angles of incidence depending on the kinematics of the reaction. The phase space of the secondary particles in
this irradiation campaignwas obtained as follows:

i. The geometry of the AMANDE neutron source was created using MCNP (Goorley et al 2012), and the
neutron creationprobabilitywas definedusingNeuSDesc software (Birgersson andLövestam2009) (figure 1).
In thefirst phase space, primary neutronswere recorded from theMCNPPTRACfile with their energies and
directions.

ii. In the second simulation, using Geant4, these neutrons were transported through a volume corresponding to
the dimensions of the culturemediumof the irradiated cell population inside a polystyrene flask (figure 1)
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placed at the surface of a cubic PMMAphantomwith sidesmeasuring 15 cm.Consequently, the positions,
directions, and energies of the secondary particles were obtained through this simulation.

iii. In the third step, tracks of the secondary particles were simulated with Geant4-DNA in the culture medium,
with a scoring geometry including 200 000 elliptical cylinders representing the cell nuclei of the irradiated
population (figure 1). The energy deposited by these particles in the scoring volumewas used to compute the
f z1( ) spectrum. In addition, the direction, energy, and type of secondary particles penetrating the cell nuclei
were recorded as inputs to theMINASTIRITH tool.

By comparing the f z1( ) spectra acquired through theMonteCarlo simulation andMINASTIRITH, the
track type distributed inMINASTIRITH can also be interpreted, considering the variety of energy deposition
depending on the secondary particle type. Furthermore, comparison of the zf z1( ) spectra acquired byMonte
Carlo simulation andMINASTIRITHprovides information regarding theweight of each track. Consequently,
the contribution of each particle type in terms of specific energy is obtained.

To provide an idea of the possible outputs of theMINASTIRITH tool and illustrate the importance of
modeling the variability of the dose distribution and the damage production of several cells, an application to a
concrete example is presented. The irradiation described abovewas used at amacroscopic dose of 120mGy
delivered to a population of 2× 105 cells. To characterize the results obtained, the spectrum f z D,( ) of the
irradiation and the proportion of cells with a particular amount of damage are presented.

4.3. Evaluation of the number of damages by track samplingmethod
In the third step, itmust be verified that themethod for distributing the number of damages for each track yields
results that are consistent with those of the simulation chain (Meylan et al 2016). Therefore, themean number of
damages per track obtained using theMINASTIRITH tool was comparedwith that obtained using the
simulation chain developed at IRSN for one cell nucleus. Thus, theMonte Carlo simulations that facilitated the
creation of the damage spectrumdatabasewere reproduced using theMINASTIRITH tool. Subsequently, the
mean number of damages per trackwas compared for each simulation at each energy. In addition, this
validation step enabled the evaluation of the time-saving factor (CPU16,Mem31Go) allowed byMINAS
TIRITH compared to theMonte Carlo simulation, according to the type and initial energy of the simulated
particles.

5. Results

5.1. Evaluation of the reconstruction of spectra by interpolation
The interpolation reconstruction errors of the F yCL

exit

p E, l
( ) and F yCL

stop

p E, l
( ) spectra shown infigure 2were

evaluated using the MAPE indicator. For electrons, the indicator was less than 1%over the entire El range,
except for the F y ,CL

exit

e , 3 keV
( )- F y ,CL

stop

e ,3 keV
( )- and F yCL

stop

e , 1.5 MeV
( )- spectra, wherein it was approximately 3%. For

protons, the indicator was less than 2%over the entire energy range, and inmost cases, it was less than 1%.
Similarly, for alphas, indicators lower than 1%were obtained throughout the range, except for certain El where
it reached 3.5%. It is important to remember that themethod used to evaluate the quality of the reconstruction

Figure 1. Irradiation geometry for phase space calculation for 15.1 MeVmonoenergetic neutron on a cell population. The relative
scale of the elements in the drawing is not representative. Typically, theflask is 20 cm3 in volume, the cell layer is 5μmthick, and the
PMMAblock is placed 5 cm from theAMANDEneutrons source.
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by interpolation of the spectra represents a conservative error value for the entire energy range, as explained in
theMaterials andMethods section.

For SSBs, for electrons, an MAPE indicator of approximately 5%was observed between 1 and 10 keV, and
then lower over the rest of the energy range. For DSBs. Further, an MAPE indicator between 5%and 10%was
observed between 1 and 100 keV, and between 10%and 15% for the range of 100–1MeV (up to 20% for the

^F e ,500 keV( )- spectrum). For protons, the behaviors of DSBs and SSBs were similar. An MAPE indicator of 1%–

6%was obtained over the entire energy range, except for the ^F p ,80 keV( )+ and ^F p ,100 keV( )+ spectra, for which
the indicator was in the range of 11%–13%, respectively. Finally, for alphas, the behavior of DSBs and SSBs was
also similar, with an MAPE indicator between 2%and 8%over the entire energy range. As highlighted for
protons, the ^F ,50 keV( )a and ^F ,100 keV( )a spectra were not in this range, with indicator values of 10% and 12%,
respectively.

5.2.Distribution of the specific energy in the cell population
Figure 4 presentsmicrodosimetric spectra resulting from the simulation of the secondary particle transport of
the 15.1 MeVmono-energetic neutron irradiation of the endothelial cell population. The f z1( ) and zf z1( )
spectra obtained byMonte Carlo simulation of the secondary particle transport with theGeant4/Geant4-DNA
code and those obtainedwith theMINASTIRITH tool were compared and found to be consistent. However,
certain differences were observed. For instance, an over-representation of trackswith a z between 0.15–0.3 MeV
μg−1 and between 4–8MeVμg−1 with theMINASTIRITH tool was observed.Moreover, a very slight under-
representation of trackswith a z occurred between 20 and 100MeVμg−1. Simultaneously, themajor difference
between the zf z1( ) spectra from the two simulationmethodswas related to the tracks with a z between 20 and
100MeVμg−1. Themean value zf obtained byMonte Carlo simulationwas 43.83± 0.20 MeVμg−1, while that
obtainedwith theMINASTIRITH tool was 41.00± 0.24 MeVμg−1. Thus, there was an underestimation of
6.5% for the zf valuewhen using theMINASTIRITH tool in the case presented here.

5.3. Evaluation of themeannumber of damages by track samplingmethod
Figure 5 shows a comparison of themean number of DSBs and SSBs obtained using theMINASTIRITH tool
with those obtained using theGeant4-DNAbasedMonteCarlo simulation chain. First, a difference of±20% in
themean number of DSB track/ was observed for electrons overmost of the energy range.Moreover, the four
critical points (20, 65, 500, and 800 keV) differed by approximately±35%. For electrons, themean number of
SSB track/ exhibited a difference of±10%with theMonte Carlo simulation over the 1–50 keV range. For the
remaining range, an almost linear increase of up to+42%at 1MeVwas observed. For protons, a difference in
themean DSB track/ number was observed between−15%and+20%over the entire range, with three critical
points (3, 12, and 20MeV) for which the differences were+30,+24, and+38%, respectively. For themean
SSB track/ numbers of protons, the deviationwas±10%over the entire energy range. Finally, for alphas, the
differences in themean Damage track/ numbers for both DSBs and SSBs,were in the±10% range.However, a
trendwas observed for the alphas: themean number of Damage track/ in the peak at approximately 2 MeVwas
always slightly underestimated by theMINASTIRITH tool.

5.4. Use ofMINASTIRITH tomodel a concrete irradiation case
Figure 6 shows the dose variability observed in cells of the same population during neutron irradiation. The
specific energies ranged from10mGy to 1 Gy in a cell for an averagemacroscopic absorbed dose of 120mGy
delivered to the cell population.Moreover, although the dose variability is important, the distribution of the
dosewas close to an asymmetricGaussian distribution around themacroscopic absorbed dose.However, the
distribution of damage in the populationwas not Poissonian, as it was directly correlated to the specific energy

Figure 2.MAPE indicator values when reconstructing F yCL
exit
p E, l

( ) (blue) and F yCL
stop
p E, l

( ) (red) spectra for each p (electrons, protons,

and alphas) and El (x-axis) in the database.
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distribution.Moreover, this correlation does not induce a deterministic relationship because of the variability in
DSB induction.

5.5. Time saving byMINASTIRITH in comparison toMCcalculation
Figure 7 shows the time-saving factor for the damage calculation for a single trackwith theMINASTIRITH tool
compared to the simulation timeswith the nanodosimetric simulation chain developed at IRSN. The
simulations compared here provided the results plotted infigure 5.MINASTIRITHoffers a time-saving factor
of approximately 1000 for electrons inmost of the energy range. For protons and alphas, this time-saving factor
is higher than 10,000 (approximately 100 000 for alphas at 2 MeV) over almost the entire energy range of the
tool.Moreover, the highest time-saving factors for each type of particle were in case of the energies where the
ionization densities are the highest: approximately 10 keV for electrons, approximately 500 keV for protons, and
approximately 2 MeV for alphas.

6.Discussion

TheMINASTIRITH tool is a solution for distributing radiation-inducedDNAdamage in a cell population
while respecting the stochastic character of energy deposition. This type ofmodeling typically requires the use of
aMonte Carlo track-structure code coupledwith realisticDNA geometries. However, these simulations are
expensive in terms of time and computational resources and are not applicable at the scale of a cell population
(typically 105 cells per part of aflask of endothelial cells). Therefore, it is impossible to verify the results provided
by theMINASTIRITH tool through direct comparisonswith those provided by theMonte Carlomethods.
Thus, to verify theMINASTIRITH tool, a step-by-step validation of themethodwas required.

TheMINASTIRITH tool distributes the tracks in the cell populationwith respect to the stochastic character
of the energy deposition from the reconstructed spectra. Direct validation of the correct distribution of the
tracks is possible through comparisonswith theMonte Carlo simulation. Infigure 4, two characteristic
microdosimetric spectra obtained byMonte Carlo simulation andMINASTIRITHwere compared for a phase
space of secondary particles set inmotion by a 15.1 MeVmono-energetic neutron beam. This phase space was
chosen to test theMINASTIRITH tool for all of its dynamics. First, the zf value calculated byMINASTIRITH
exhibited relatively good consistencywith that obtained by theMonte Carlo simulation. This implies that the
MINASTIRITH tool distributed several tracks consistent with those calculated by theMonte Carlo simulation.
Further, the correspondence of the track type can be appreciated through comparisons of the f z1( ) and zf z1( )
spectra of the twomodelingmethods. First, a nearly perfectmatch of the f z1( ) spectra was noticeable, with some
discrepancies observed for the z spectra between 0.15–0.3 MeVμg−1 and between 4–8MeVμg−1.
Simultaneously, the zf z1( ) spectra were similar for the twomethods. It can be concluded from these observations
thatMINASTIRITH faithfully reproduced the distribution of tracks in the cell population, respecting the
dosimetric characteristics for each particle type.

TheMINASTIRITH tool is based on a spectral sampling approach for the distribution of tracks and the
associated damage. The spectra involved in thismethodwere reconstructed via interpolation froma database.
The reliability validation of this reconstruction facilitated the validation of this step of themethod. Figure 2
shows that the F yCL( ) spectra were faithfully reconstructed with respect to the values of the MAPE indicator

over the entire energy range and for every light-charged particle type. For the F
nDamage

⎜ ⎟
⎛

⎝

⎞

⎠



e
spectra, whose

reconstruction error is presented infigure 3, the reconstructionwas less faithful but still acceptable if a reference
wasmade to the uncertainties usually found in experimental radiobiology studies (Frankenberg et al 1999, Belli
et al 2000, 2001, Campa et al 2005). For the SSBs of electrons, protons, and alphas, the MAPE indicator
increased but remained below 10%,which is broadly acceptable for this type of observable. Nevertheless, in case
of DSBs, certain points were above this threshold, reaching up to 20% for the ^F e ,500 keV( )- spectrum. Because
the statistical power of theMonteCarlo simulations that allowed the construction of these spectrawasweaker,
DSBs were less frequent events than SSBs.This is illustrated infigure 5, where a factor of 4 to 9 in the occurrence
of DSBs comparedwith SSBs was reached.However, the MAPE indicator value presented here increased and

most MAPE for F
nDSB

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠



e
spectra remained below 10%.Therefore, it can be concluded that the reconstruction

of the spectra by interpolationwas accurate. Indeed, the MAPE indicator increased but remained below 10%,
except for a few critical points, which offers a significant level of confidence in the spectral reconstruction.

Consequently, to fully verify themethod, evidencemust be provided that theMINASTIRITH tool is indeed
capable of assigning a number for the damages corresponding to its characteristics to each track.With regard to
the simulation of radiation-inducedDNAdamage by theMonte Carlomethod, the data that are generally
considered for comparisons between simulation codes is themean number of damages perGray andGbp or per
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track.Nevertheless, these data do not exhibit a consensus between themain codes, and the experimental data are
quite rare and scattered, as illustrated infigure 8. Thefigure indicates the uncertainty that remains around this
value, particularly because it presents experimental data onfibroblasts, with experimental data on endothelial
nuclei being even rarer. Therefore, the results obtainedwith the simulation chain based onGeant4-DNAwere
used as a reference to verify those obtained byMINASTIRITH. Figure 5 shows the differences in themean
number of damages per track over the entire dynamic range of theMINASTIRITH tool. As evident, the two
methods exhibited relative consistency (less than 10% error), despite certain critical points (10%–42%error).
Considering the uncertainty of the experimental data and the gap in this type of data between the simulation
codes based onMonteCarlomethods, it can be concluded thatMINASTIRITH correctly satisfies the

Figure 3. MAPE indicator of F
nDamage

p E, l

⎜ ⎟
⎛

⎝

⎞

⎠



e
spectra for each p (electrons, protons, and alphas), El (x-axis), and nDamage type

(DSB in blue and SSB in red) in the database.

Figure 5.Comparison of themean number of DSB track/ (top) and SSB track/ (bottom) obtained by simulationwith theMINAS
TIRITH tool and those obtained by theGeant4-DNAbasedMonte Carlo simulation chain for different energies of electrons (left),
protons (middle) and alphas (right).

Figure 4.Comparisonof f z1( ) (left) and zf z1( ) (right) spectra obtainedusing theMINASTIRITH tool (red) and byMonteCarlo
simulationwith theGeant4 andGeant4-DNAsimulation codes (blue) for the secondary particle phase space ofmonoenergetic 15.1 MeV
neutron irradiationon endothelial cell population. For scaling purposes, z is expressed inMeVμg−1 (1 MeVμg−1∼ 0.160mGy).
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requirements specified during its development and provides a damage distribution compatible with that
obtainedwith theMonte Carlo simulation chainmethod.

Figure 7 highlights the time-saving potential of this new tool for the calculation of radiation-inducedDNA
damage. Computing time is one of theweaknesses ofMonte Carlo simulations of track structure codes, and the
time saving observed here provides access to a higher spatial scale in the simulation. Consequently, this renders
themodeling of the result of irradiation at the scale of a cell population possible. This new scale opens the door to
more direct comparisons between experiments and simulations by consideringmicrodosimetric concepts in the
stochastic nature of the dose deposit. Therefore, the needs identified in the literature aremet (Chatzipapas et al
2020). To furthermodel the fate of an irradiated cell population, classical repairmodels can be fedwith the
results fromMINASTIRITH. The characterization of the damage to each cell of the population results in the
consideration ofmechanistic repairmodels, applicable to each cell independently, or which take
microdosimetric distributions as input (Sato and Furusawa 2012,Manganaro et al 2017, Bellinzona et al 2021,
Cordoni et al 2022). Nevertheless, studies on the adaptability of parametric damage repair or cell survivalmodels
at the population level are planned for future studies.

Moreover, the biases induced by themethod used byMINASTIRITH can have consequences for dose
distribution and damage calculations. For example, the decorrelation of directions and energies can be
problematic, particularly for themodeling of irradiationswhere theCompton effect is predominant. To avoid
this, an additional optionwas developed to allow for the correlation of angles and energies. However, this new
option requires amore precise characterization of the phase space to determine this correlation. Furthermore, it
is difficult to develop amethod that considers the correlation between the number of DSB and SSB sampled
within the same track because it is amultifactorial phenomenon (depending on irradiation geometry,
interaction type, particle type, and energy) and is dependent on the classification of the damage asDSB or SSB.
However, the ratio between themean number of SSBs and themean number ofDSBs for a given type of track,
which constitutes an observable for the validation of the simulation of radiation-induced damage (Nikjoo et al
2001), is preserved by themethod used byMINASTIRITH.

Figure 7.Time saving byMINASTIRITH compared to theGeant4-DNAbased simulation chain over the whole energy range and for
each particle type.

Figure 6.On the left, f z D,( ) spectrumobtained using theMINASTIRITH tool for the secondary particle phase space of
monoenergetic 15.1 MeVneutron irradiation on endothelial cell population for amacroscopic dose of 120mGy.On the right is the
proportion of cell presenting a given number ofDSB in this irradiation configuration.
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7. Conclusion

This study discussed the development of theMINASTIRITH tool and investigated its capability to allow the
distribution of the tracks and their dosimetric characteristics in an irradiated cell population similar to that
obtained byMonte Carlo simulation.Moreover, theMINASTIRITH tool allowed assignment to each type of
track of a number of radiation-inducedDNAdamages in a very acceptable range compared to that calculated by
Monte Carlo simulationwith theGeant4-DNAbased simulation chain. The simulation times of this new tool
were significantly shorter than those of the latter codes. Consequently,MINASTIRITHpaves theway for amore
direct comparison betweenmodeling and biological experiments. These comparisons can be performed at the
scale of a cell population and are expected to facilitate a better understanding of the induction of radiation-
induced damage and the influence of the latter on the fate of an irradiated cell population.Moreover, the results
fromMINASTIRITH can feed repairmodels, in particular in case of the kineticmodeling of foci, to further
approach the real experimental conditions. In the future, comparisonswith experimental data obtained from
cell populations, for which the phase space (mono-energetic neutrons of 15.1 MeV)was simulated, will allow the
MINASTIRITH tool to be validated on a larger scale though comparisons of the number of observed foci to the
number of calculatedDSBs.
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